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We report on preliminary results from a new deep 21-cm surveyof the Andromeda galaxy, based

on observations performed with the Synthesis Telescope andthe 26-m antenna at DRAO. The HI

distribution and kinematics of the disc are analyzed and basic dynamical properties are derived.

New HI structures are discovered, like thin HI spur-like structures and an external arm in the disc

outskirts. The HI spurs are related to perturbed stellar clumps outside the main disc of M31. The

external arm lies on the far, receding side of the galaxy and has no obvious counterpart in the

opposite side. These HI perturbations probably result from tidal interactions with companions. It

is found a dynamical mass of(3.9±0.3)×1011 M⊙ enclosed within a radiusR= 36 kpc and a

total mass of∼ 7.9×1011 M⊙ inside the virial radius.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies likethe Milky Way is one of the major
goal of astrophysics. The Andromeda galaxy (M31) is very well suited to put constrains on the
physical processes that control the evolution of spiral galaxies because of its proximity. The impor-
tant stellar features related to the evolution of M31 are thefaint, extended and perturbed structures
seen in the disc outskirts, in addition to many of the dwarf companions that have been detected in
its close neighborhood ([8]). They are undoubtedly the imprints of the hierarchical growth of the
stellar disc and halo of M31, similar to those seen in numerical models of dark matter and galaxy
evolution in the framework of the Cold Dark Matter paradigm (e.g. [11]).

In this work we are interested in providing a detailed view ofthe neutral hydrogen disc of M31
from recent, deep, wide-field and high angular HI imaging. Our direct objectives are (i) to study
the most extended HI distribution of M31, (ii) to derive an accurate HI rotation curve for it, and
(iii) to derive its basic dynamical parameters in order to put further constraints on the history of
its mass assembly. Preliminary results are described hereafter. A complete analysis of the data are
presented in Chemin et al. (2009, [5]).

2. Observations

The HI observations were performed with the Synthesis Telescope and the 26-m dish at the
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO) between September and December 2005.
Five fields were observed in the direction of M31 for a total exposure time of 144 hours per field.
The spectral resolution is 5.3 km s−1 and the angular size of the synthesized beam is∼ 60”×90”.
It samples a linear scale of∼ 230pc×340 pc at the M31 distance (785 kpc, [9]).

3. Results

The integrated emission is displayed in Figure 1 (left-handpanel). The high resolution HI
map shows a disc with very little gas in its central regions, as ususally observed in early-type discs.
Faint spiral-like or ring-like structures are observed atR∼ 3 kpc andR∼ 8 kpc. They coincide
with dusty ring-like structures observed in NIR images fromSPITZER-IRAC data ([1]) as well
as with molecular gas ring-like structures ([10]). Other brighter spiral- or ring-like structures are
observed atR∼ 10 kpc, 13 kpc and 16 kpc. Part of these HI structures have already been presented
in previous studies of M31 ([3, 12]).

New faint structures that were not seen in old HI images are discovered. First the two disc
extremities exhibit thin spur-like extensions, particularly towards the North-East. Their kinematics
are in good continuity to the adjacent inner disc. Velocity gradients are detected in these spurs
(∼ 20 km s−1 along∼ 7−10 kpc). These spurs appear tightly linked to stellar clumps(the “G1"
clump and the NE extension, as identified in [8]).

Then an external spiral arm is discovered on the edge of the receding half of the disc. It is
outlined with dashed lines in Figure 1 (right-hand panel). The HI mass of this new arm is∼ 108

M⊙. Its apparent length is∼ 32 kpc. It is connected to another more extended, brighter spiral
arm. The arm is clumpy towards its northeastern end. Part of the thin NE HI spurs is a kinematical
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Figure 1: Left-hand panel: HI integrated emssion of Messier 31.Right-hand panel: 3D view of the HI

datacube of M31. The top panel is the position-velocity diagram of the full datacube projected onto the
photometric major axis. The bottom panel is the same map as inthe right-hand panel but displayed with the
major axis parallel to the horizontal axis. Dashed lines show the location of the newly discovered external
arm (see text for details).

extension of that external arm, as seen in the postion-velocity plot of Fig. 1. It is striking that the
external arm has no evident morphological and kinematical counterpart in the approaching half
of the disc with respect to the galactic centre. Moreover, itis obvious that its kinematics is very
peculiar compared to the disc velocities. As a consequence it is very likely that this spiral-like
structure has been generated by external effects to M31, either by tidal effects after the passage
of a galaxy satellite or even by gas accretion from the intergalactic medium or from a gas rich
companion. Numerical simulations are necessary to investigate the different possibilities and find
the origin of the faint new perturbations. Notice that we areconfident about their detection because
they are also observed in the recent HI map of M31 by Braun et al. (2009, [2]).

4. Dynamical analysis

Our previous dynamical analysis of M31 allowed us to derive atotal mass of 3.4×1011 M⊙

for R < 35 kpc from single dish data obtained at Effelsberg and GBT ([4]). A new, more ex-
tended rotation curve is derived from a tilted-ring analysis of the velocity field of M31. A mass
distribution model is fitted to the rotation curve. As provisional results, it is derived a dynamical
mass of MDyn = (3.9± 0.3)× 1011 M⊙ insideR = 36 kpc and a dark-to-baryonic mass ratio of
MDark/MBaryon∼ 3.0 (75% of dark matter, 25% of luminous baryons). Here MBaryon represents the
sum of the black hole, gaseous and stellar masses, MDark the dark matter mass, all values integrated
within R= 36 kpc. The total mass of M31 extrapolated to the virial radius (R∼ 190 kpc, [8]) is
MVir ∼ 7.9×1011 M⊙. All these measurements are in excellent agreement with results found from
other dynamical tracers ([6], [7]). A very good concensus seems to have been obtained for the
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enclosed mass inside the inner 36 kpc of M31, as well as for itstotal mass inside 190 kpc. We refer
to Chemin et al. (2009, [5]) for a more detailed discussion ofthese results.
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